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Under the framework of the project, during the period from February 2017 to the end of July 2018, the project team has carried out a series of project activities. While additional field and laboratory investigations and qualitative analysis of data derived from up-to-date studies are far from the completion, this final report consequently presents the results of surveys and activities undertaken between February 2017 and August 2018 as follows:

1. Conservation research

During the project period, research team and some local collaborators (i.e. Wildlife At Risk, GreenViet,...) have carried out a series of field expeditions in different sites in the three regions of countries i.e. northern (Hanoi city, Thanh Hoa, Vinh Phuc, Ha Giang and Cao Bang province); central (Da Nang city, Ninh Thuan and Binh Thuan provinces); and southern (Ho Chi Minh city, Dak Nong and An Giang provinces). The surveyed areas comprised different habitats along a gradient from city central, rural and forested areas.

In the field, bats were captured by using mist-nets and harptraps. Captured bats were carefully handled, photographed, and recorded their calls. Most of captured bats were released after taking necessary information. We also collected only some bats as vouchers (i.e. bats found dead or individuals of potential unknown species) for future investigations. Based on the guideline of FAO (2011), we applied non-lethal methods i.e. biopsy punching, anus swapping when collecting tissues and samples for analysing bat-borne pathogens from captured bats.

Accordingly, were captured a total of 739 bats of more than 50 species accounting more than 40% of Vietnamese bat diversity. Most of those were released into the wild after recording required data for their species identification and other biological assessment (such as sex, age, reproductive phenomenon).

From captured bats, we have collected a total of 685 tissues / faecal samples for phylogenetic and virological investigations of bats and their pathogens; 220 ecto-parasites; 155 blood spots for malaria screening; and 125 samples for diet analyses of selected species. Of which, a number of collected materials have been being analysed for phylogenetic and virological investigations of bats and their pathogens in different laboratories by either project members and collaborators as follow:

- The BSL-4 Virological Laboratory, Szentagothai Research Centre, University of Pécs, Hungary: **204 samples.**
- Infectious Disease Surveillance Center, National Institute of Infectious Diseases: **394 samples.**
- Department of Parasitology and Zoology, University of Veterinary Medicine, Budapest, Hungary: **140 samples / species of ecto-parasites (ticks, bat flies and mites)**

2. Capacity building program

During the first year, the project has recruited 01 pre-PhD student, 2 MSc and 01 BSc students. These assistants have learnt a lot of experiences in field/lab work, networking, etc. which might be useful for their future carriers.

- Chu Thi Hang, MSc, a pre-PhD student: Hang has joined the project as an assistant. She has focused on "the application species niche modelling for bats and other small mammals in Vietnam" for her PhD study.
- Nguyen Van Thang, MSc student: Thang has enrolled a MSc course in the University of Da Nang University of Education. He is conducting a study of bat
diversity in different localities within Da Nang province for his MSc thesis (the title is not fixed).

- Pham Van Phu, MSc student at the Faculty of Environmental Science of Hanoi University of Science (HUS). As a junior entomologist, Phu has assisted the project team in diet analyses of selected bat species.

- Nguyen Ha Ngoc Hien, a graduating student of the project. She defended her BSc entitled "Assessment of the species diversity of bats (Mammalia, Chiroptera) in the Huong Son special-use forest, My Duc district, Hanoi" at Hanoi University of Education in May 2018.

The above results ensure that the impact of the projects capacity-building works will continue and certainly some new bat projects will be developed to improve national bat conservation and management.

3. Enhancement of local awareness on bat conservation

During the past period, project team has established some “Bat party” events for local resident, particularly children to strengthen their awareness on bat conservation and environment management.
The project team also collaborated with local organizations (i.e GreenViet) to established seminars and workshops on "Urban bats and bat borne diseases".

Workshop on "Urban bats and bat borne diseases" held in April 2017 at the University of Da Nang - University of Education (co-organised with GreenViet)

4. Publication

Some academic papers developed from results of this project were published in international journals (Rufford Foundation was cited as sponsor for all of these paper).


It should be noted that 04 other manuscripts using data generated from this project have been being finalized or already submitted into international journals. Due to confidentiality reasons, we will send these papers to RGSF after their publication. In addition, since laboratory investigations of samples/specimens collected during the project are still continuing, some other academic manuscripts will be developed in the future. Rufford Foundation have been being cited in these publications.

Conference presentation and media article:
Vuong Tan Tu, Chu Thi Hang, and Nguyen Truong Son "Conservation of Natural and cultural heritage in the Huong Son Complex of Natural Beauty and Historical Monuments, Northern Vietnam: a case study with bats" (Oral presentation), Capacity Building Workshop and Symposium on Nature-Culture Linkages in Heritage Conservation in Asia and the Pacific 2017 (CBWNCL), University of Tsukuba, Japan, September 2017.
Vuong Tan Tu (PI) (marked as X) attended the CBWNCL 2017


Vuong Tan Tu (PI) presented at the SEABCO, Bacolod, Philippines, 06-09 August, 2018

Some selected bats were captured during the field surveys of the project
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